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While the debate over new legislation that would regulate Carbon Dioxide (CO2) and
other greenhouse gases (GHGs) has gone in and out of the political limelight during the Obama
administration, Congress has decidedly placed new climate legislation on the backburner for the
foreseeable future.1 Although Congress has failed to establish a new mechanism for regulating
GHGs, it won’t be able to escape regulation itself.2 In 2007 the Supreme Court authorized the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to regulate GHGs as air pollutants under
the Clean Air Act (CAA).3
In response to Massachusetts v. EPA, the has EPA “tailored” the applicability criteria that
determine which sources of GHGs will require Title I (Prevention of Significant Deterioration)
and Title V (Operating) permits under the CAA.4 In essence, the Tailoring Rule provides the
EPA with a mechanism for regulating GHGs under the CAA without reading the Act literally.5
Under the normal CAA framework, the thresholds for regulating criteria pollutants such as lead,
sulfur dioxide and nitrogen dioxide are 100 or 250 tons per year.6 While these thresholds are
appropriate for some air pollutants, they do not reflect appropriate standards for CO2 and other
GHGs.7 The Tailoring Rule takes this difference into account and sets different standards for
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CO2 and other GHGs for the Title 1 PSD program and Title V permit requirements.8
A Two Step Approach
The Tailoring Rule is a two step process for phasing major emitters of GHGs into the
CAA regulatory framework.9 The first step will begin in January 2011 when the EPA will
require facilities that are already subject to PSD or Title V requirements for non-GHG pollutants
to obtain PSD or Title V permits for their GHG emissions as well.10 For projects in the PSD
program, the requirements will apply to projects that increase net GHG emissions by at least
75,000 tons per year of CO2-equivalent (CO2e), if they also increase the emissions of at least one
non-GHG pollutant.11 For sources in the Title V program, sources that already have a Title V
permit or are obtaining new permits for non-GHG pollutants will be required to obtain permits
for their GHG emissions.12

As a result, the EPA will not require any new sources or

modifications not already subject to PSD or Title V to obtain permits during step one of the
process.13
Step two will begin in July 2011 when EPA will extend the permitting requirements to
large sources of GHG emissions that are not already subject to PSD or Title V because of other
non-GHG emissions.14 Step two will subject existing sources that emit at least 100,000 tons of
CO2e per year, or have the potential to emit that amount, to PSD and Title V requirements for
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those emissions.15 Furthermore, new construction projects that have the potential to emit at least
100,000 tons per year of CO2e and facilities that increase their emissions by at least 75,000 tons
per year will be subject to PSD requirements.16
EPA has outlined plans for scaling up the Rule after the first two phases but has not made
any tangible plans.17 The agency will issue a supplemental notice of proposed rulemaking in
2011 which will include a third step covering more sources of GHGs in July 2013.18 The
rulemaking process for step three will be complete no later than July 2012 to allow at least one
year before it goes into effect.19 The Rule also explains that no source with emissions below
50,000 tons per year of CO2e and no modification resulting in net GHG increases of less than
50,000 tons per year of CO2e will be subject to PSD or Title V requirements before April 2016.20
Finally, the Rule commits EPA to studying new techniques to further tailor the PSD and Title V
programs to make them more efficient for regulating GHGs.21
The Legal Authority for the Tailoring Rule
The Supreme Court granted the EPA the authority to regulate GHGs in the 2007 decision
Massachusetts v. EPA.22 In 1999, Massachusetts, along with several other states, petitioned EPA
to regulate CO2 and other GHGs from new motor vehicles.23 The petitioners argued that the
CAA required the EPA to regulate GHGs because it states that Congress must regulate "any air
pollutant" that can "reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare."24 EPA
denied the petition, claiming that the Act does not authorize the Agency to regulate GHGs
15
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because it could not classify global climate change as “air pollution.”25 After the denial of the
petition, Massachusetts and the other petitioners petitioned the Court to clarify the EPA’s
responsibilities.26

The Supreme Court found that GHG emissions from new motor vehicles do

qualify as air pollutants.27 Furthermore, the Court held that the CAA required the EPA to
determine whether GHG emissions from mobile sources, like motor vehicles endanger public
health or welfare, and in the case of a “finding of endangerment,” to regulate the emissions.28
After the Supreme Court ruled that GHGs qualify as air pollutants, the EPA examined the
public health and welfare impacts of GHG emissions from motor vehicles.29 In December 2009,
the EPA issued two findings of endangerment:
•

Endangerment Finding: [T]he current and projected concentrations of the six key wellmixed greenhouse gases — carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O),
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) —
in the atmosphere threaten the public health and welfare of current and future
generations.

•

Cause or Contribute Finding: [T]he combined emissions of these well-mixed greenhouse
gases from new motor vehicles and new motor vehicle engines contribute to the
greenhouse gas pollution which threatens public health and welfare.30

With these findings, the EPA expressly determined that GHG emissions from new motor
vehicles threaten public health and welfare. Section 202(a) of the CAA explicitly states that the
EPA shall regulate "any air pollutant" that can "reasonably be anticipated to endanger public
health or welfare."31 The EPA’s findings required the Agency to develop regulations for those
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emissions.32
In March 2010, the EPA and the US Department of Transportation announced a new
system for regulating GHG emissions from light-duty vehicles and for increasing fuel economy
standards.33 The Triggering Rule requires that once a pollutant is regulated under any other
section, that the Act also regulate the pollutant from large new or modified stationary sources.34
To interpret the CAA with respect to GHGs, EPA used the Chevron analytical framework for
statutes administered by agencies.35 That framework allows agencies to interpret statutes in a
reasonable manner when statutes are not clear and unambiguous.36
In the first step of the Chevron framework, the agency must determine whether Congress
has directly spoken to the precise question at issue.37 If the intent of Congress is clear, that is the
end of the matter—the court, as well as the agency, must give effect to the unambiguously
expressed intent of Congress.38
In these circumstances, the CAA does not clearly relate Congress’s intent to the question
of how to regulate GHGs.39 First, if EPA interpreted the words of the statute literally with
respect to GHGs, absurdly high administrative burdens would ensue.40 The normal standards for
the PSD program and Title V permits of 100 or 250 tons per year would create an undue burden
if applied to GHGs because the EPA would regulate close to 6 million GHG emitting facilities.41
These circumstances would burden small sources of CO2 and other GHG with the costs of
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individualized technology requirements and permit applications.42 Furthermore, state and local
administrative bodies would have an inordinate number of permit applications which would
vastly exceed their resources.43 EPA estimates that these standards would cost local and state
permitting authorities nationwide in excess of $20 billion per year.44
Because it would create an administrative impossibility, Congress cannot have intended
for EPA to apply the PSD and Title V provisions literally to GHG sources.45 However, the
agency still has authority under the second step of Chevron to reasonably interpret the statute so
as to apply the PSD and Title V provisions to GHG sources.46 The second step of Chevron
authorizes an agency to reasonably interpret statutory language that is silent or ambiguous with
respect to the issue at hand so that the court reviewing the administrative decision would uphold
that interpretation.47 The EPA contends that the Tailoring Rule fulfills this step.48 The Rule
takes a modified step-by-step approach to reaching the Congressional goals of the PSD and Title
V programs of the CAA.49
Arguments against the Legality of the Tailoring Rule
Industry groups, environmental groups, and states have expressed concern with the
Tailoring Rule.50 Industry groups claim that Congress did not intend for the CAA to be used to
mitigate climate change and that the approach is too heavy handed for this kind of problem.51
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States including Mississippi and Alabama have voiced concern over the Rule.52 Most recently,
and most vociferously, Texas has informed EPA that the state refuses to comply with the
Tailoring Rule and the January 2011 deadline.53 On the other hand, the environmental group, the
Center for Biological Diversity has challenged the Tailoring Rule, claiming that it does not go far
enough to curtail GHG emissions.54 Even some environmental policy experts argue that the
CAA is a vestige of command and control policy techniques and is poorly equipped to regulate
GHGs to mitigate climate change.55
Some states and industry groups have gone so far as to claim that with the Tailoring Rule,
the EPA has stepped outside the bounds of what Congress has legally authorized the Agency to
do.56 Many have challenged the EPA’s rulemaking process following the Supreme Court’s
Massachusetts decision.57 The most significant opposition to the Rule has come from the state of
Texas.58 In a motion to stay the rule, Texas argues that Chevron does not allow EPA to stretch
its discretion so far that it can adopt an unworkable interpretation of a statute.59 Chevron allows
an agency to interpret statutes but the case explicitly says that the interpretation must be
reasonable.60 Texas claims that because EPA’s interpretation is both contrary to the text of the
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CAA and absurd, it is unreasonable and a court will strike it down.61
Texas also claims that the Rule forces the state to act on deadlines that are not only
unlawful under the CAA but impossible for Texas to meet.62 The Rule,
“[deprives] Texas of its right to manage its own air permitting program; [demands] 30
time-consuming, burdensome and ultimately unnecessary SIP revisions; [causes]
expensive and unnecessary hiring and training of personnel to implement the
requirements; and [results] in an effective ban on the construction of new projects.”63
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit will determine the outcome of Texas’s
motion to stay.64 In the mean time, Texas has expressed to EPA that the state plans to resist the
EPA regulations even if the state loses its court battle.65 The State Attorney General and the
Chairman of the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality told the EPA in a letter dated
August 2010 that Texas would openly defy the regulations and refuse to ensure that companies
comply.66
Another important opposition to the Rule comes from a coalition of industry groups who
have filed a motion to stay the rule with the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit.67 The
petitioners include the Coalition for Responsible Regulation, the Southeastern Legal Foundation,
the Competitive Enterprise Institute, Landmark Legal Foundation, and the Ohio Coal
Association.68 These groups contend that the “[EPA’s] endangerment finding proceeds from a
misapprehension of EPA’s obligation under Section 202(a),…the tailpipe rule suffers from
fundamental legal defects, …[and that] the Tailoring [Rule] is an illegal solution to a legal
61
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problem of the EPA’s own creation.”69
The petitioners first argue that the EPA’s endangerment finding is not valid under
§202(a) of the CAA.70 The Act requires the EPA Administrator to promulgate new standards for
air pollutants when “in her judgment” the pollutants threaten public health and welfare.71
Because the EPA did not undertake their own study of the impact of CO2 and other GHGs, but
instead relied heavily on the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s reports for the
endangerment finding, the decision was not made “in her judgment.”72 As a result, the EPA
trusts this outside entity, the IPCC, to make crucial decisions about statutory interpretation.73
“When an agency delegates power to outside parties, lines of accountability may blur,
undermining an important democratic check on government decision making.”74
Furthermore, the petitioners argue that the endangerment finding is not valid because the
EPA used different standards for determining that CO2 is a threat to public health and welfare
than it did for determining the threat of other criteria pollutants.75 They argue that the finding
conclusively jumps from “GHGs cause the greenhouse effect” to “GHGs endanger public health
and welfare…” without fully explaining or justifying that the threat is sufficient to warrant
regulation under the Act.76 Finally, they argue that the endangerment finding is flawed because
there is still “significant uncertainty” as to whether anthropogenic GHGs are actually causing the
observed warming that EPA concludes is a threat to public health and welfare.77
The petitioners also claim that the Tailpipe Rule also suffers legal defects. EPA bases the
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Tailpipe Rule on the endangerment finding.78 The petitioners argue that since the endangerment
finding is flawed, the Tailpipe Rule is also based on shaky legal grounds.79 Furthermore, they
argue that the Tailpipe Rule ineffectively reduces the impact of CO2 on climate change.80 EPA
admits that the estimated impacts of the Rule are small relative to the projected global mean
temperature changes for the next century.81 Because these changes are so insignificant, the limits
accomplish nothing that the new CAFE standards do not already accomplish.82 The only impact
of the Rule is that, according to the Triggering Rule, it makes GHGs subject to regulation under
other sections of the CAA.83
Finally, the petitioners argue that the Tailoring Rule is an illegal solution to a problem
that the EPA has created for itself.84 They argue that if the EPA read the CAA properly, it would
not need to create the Tailoring Rule to shoehorn GHGs into the regulatory framework.85 In
drafting Part C of the Act, Congress intended for it to administer the regulation of the criteria
pollutants detailed at the time of the enactment.86 The language “subject to regulation under this
chapter” in Section 165(a)(4) implies that the PSD program applies to pollutants subject to
regulation at the time of the enactment in 1977.87 It does not apply to any pollutants that might
be regulated in the future.88
In Alabama v. Costle, the Court gave the EPA authority to adjust the statute to use the
“administrative necessity” doctrine, which authorizes the Agency to apply statutory requirements
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in a way that avoids impossible administrative burdens.89 However, in the same ruling, the court
held that the EPA cannot create its own “administrative necessity” by ignoring one provision of
the CAA and then solve that manufactured necessity by ignoring another.90 The EPA ignored
part of the CAA by determining that it could be used to regulate any pollutants other than the
criteria pollutants named at the enactment.91 The petitioners argue that by determining that the
Act regulates GHGs, the EPA manufactured the “administrative necessity” to tailor the PSD
program to those pollutants.92 In effect, the EPA created the “administrative necessity” of
tailoring the rule to avoid absurd results by applying the Act to a pollutant that was never
intended to be regulated under the Act.93 The petitioners and other opponents to the Tailoring
Rule firmly believe that the courts will not support the EPA’s “administrative necessity”
argument on which the Rule stands.94
Conclusion
With Massachusetts v. EPA, the Court gave Congress two options for how to deal with
GHGs: either pass climate legislation or regulate under the current available framework.95 When
Congress decidedly failed to pass new legislation on climate change, the EPA was left with a
mandate to use the Clean Air Act as a mechanism for regulating GHG emissions.96 The EPA
justifies the legality of the Tailoring Rule saying that the ruling in Massachusetts v. EPA created
an administrative necessity to alter the rules of the PSD program to best regulate GHGs.97
Opponents to regulation argue that the EPA has stepped outside the bounds of its legal authority
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in creating the Tailoring Rule.98 The economic and climate impacts of the Rule will not be felt
until it goes into effect in January 2011.99 Similarly, whether or not the EPA prevails or a court
vacates the rule is yet to be seen.100 Until then, the Rule will continue to incite controversy.101
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